
Deeside Gliding Club Committee Meeting  

19th July 2021 

 

Mark Recht, Brian Crouch, Stephen Whybrow, Tim Martin, David Innes, Roy Wilson, Iain Macdonald, Steve 

Kenyon-Roberts, Graham Holloway 

 

Agenda 

1. Approval of previous meeting minutes and matters arising. 

2. Safety officer report and safety issues. 

3. Individual reports from Committee members 

4. Applications for membership 

5. Junior development report 

6. Covid Update 

7. AOB 

8. Date for next meeting 

 

 

1. Apologies 

None.  Fred Pell was unable to join due to IT issues. 

2. Matters Arising and New Actions 

Minutes of the meeting held on 15th May 2021 were approved. 

Retrieve Vehicles Radios - 2 x ground-ground radios to be bought for trucks.   Mark 

Clubhouse roof tiles - Damaged tiles to be repaired. To be completed in next 

week. 
Brian 

Airfield Signage – Potential grant sources to be monitored for possible 

funding. 
Tim 

Tail-Lifting Device - Copy design of 3D device?  To be drawn up and taken to 

a local blacksmiths for fabrication. 
Stephen 

Currency Enforcement –Expectation is that people are held to BGA standards.  

To be rolled out to instructors. 

Mark/David/Graha

m 



Aboyne Academy Bursary Scheme - Prepare video for this. 
Iain 

On hold 

Landing Fees - Formally publish rules relating to landing fees on the website. Stephen/Mark 

Rubbish Removal – Continue removal of rubbish accumulating in hangars and 

around airfield – rubbish to be cut up and disposed at dump.   
Brian 

Members Handbook – finalise and republish Mark 

Ops Manual.  To be issued.  David 

Finalise data for 2020 accounts. Get Glidex data into sage for 2020 accounts. 

In progress. 

 Stephen 

Bar Licence: Progress Licensee training and application In progress.  Steve 

New Perkoz: Cushions to be made and fitted after glider delivered to DGC.  

Replacement cushion to be made for Perkoz 1 
 Roy/Steve 

Potholes: Fix them (In progress)  Stephen 

Fire Extinguisher Training. Arrange    Brian 

  New member mentoring scheme.. Progress this.   Mark 

 

 

 



New Actions from 19th July  

First Aid/Trauma Training:  Arrange for further first aid training and 

specifically how to deal with trauma casualties 
  Brian 

Payment Arrears:  Consider options to reduce arrears further.  Stephen 

Pre-payment for Trial Flights:  Ensure Bob is able to tell people how to pre-

pay 
  Stephen 

New Members:  Hold off enrolling new members until training capacity is freed 

up. 
  Tim 

“Return” from members policy:  Discuss policy w.r.t. expected long-term 

return from new members. 
  Tim/Mark 

Friday volunteer instructor:  Solicit a Friday volunteer beyond August   Graham 

Bar Licence:  Investigate what it would take to change the licence conditions 

(opening time and outdoor consuption). 
  Steve 

Tuck-shop supplies:  Prompt Dylan to restock   Mark 

Lateral Flow teasting:  Work on procedure to request LFT’s before trial flights.   Tim 

Group training of new members:  Set up separate working group to discuss   David 

Wednesday evening flying:  Test appetite for pre-solo training and trial flights, 

organise if demand exists 
  Steve 

  

  



3. Safety Officer Report 

Incidents  

Unfortunately the number of incidents have come thick and fast since we got back flying. 

 

1    12/04/21 Member flying with daughter giving instruction on air tow 

2    15/05 21 Carb heat left on in Pawnee while launching percoz very low over runway and field. 

3    15/06/21 Pupil fainted while flying glider 

 

Discussion:  AME has advised he will not be able to fly solo for 5 years, assuming there is no recurrence in that 

time. 

 

4    15/06/21 Percoz ground loop on landing       

5    18/06/21 Shoulder strap detached from fixing  

6    19/06/21 Percoz overshot on landing  

7    20/06/21 Member damaged ankle stepping over retrieve tow rope 

8    22/07/21 ASW 20 cart wheeled on takeoff  (see below) 

9     03/07/21 Capstan involved in heavy landing  

 

Have reviewed incidents over last year unfortunately the number of reports not sufficient to make any real 

analysis  breakdown is :- 

10% Ground incidents 

10% Preparing for flight 

10% Airmanship 

10% Other  

20% Launching  

40% Landing  

Only 12 members are registered on flysafe. 

 

Discussion:  There is significant under-reporting of incidents.  This needs to improve. 

 

ASW 20 Incident  

This incident highlighted a number of issues with our current procedures. A report has been submitted to 

BGA. 

1.  Was berated by AIIB for moving and dismantling aircraft before their approval was given.  I was only able 

to report to them 24 hours after incident.  AAIB must be informed before aircraft moved or de-rigged etc. 

(Contact safety officer as soon post incident as possible or call direct) 

2.  Incident highlighted Issues with club current practice with 3rd age pilots. This has been resolved by the 

creation of group to assess competence etc. 

3.  Lack of understanding of correct causality care and available equipment in the event of trauma type 

incidents.   

Training event will be held within the next month (recorded for those not attending)    

4.  Will try to organise training event for emergency service to give them understanding of type of incident 

they may attend. 

While the injuries to the pilot on this occasion were minor it had the potential for serious injury or even 

fatality.   



Please note that just because someone looks ok post incident there can be many internal injuries that would 

only become obvious some time post incident either en route or in hospital which can subsequently be fatal. 

 

Discussion:  the message that casualties should not be moved after an incident was reinforced.  There were 

conflicting reports on this point relating to this incident, although ultimately the casualty was not moved.  It 

was also noted that it took a worryingly long time for the ambulance to arrive and only then did the crew 

move the pilot.   

 

Action:  Arrange for further first aid training and specifically to reinforce the message to not move a casualty, 

whether or not they appear uninjured.         Brian 

 

 

Vehicles  

Currently no issues with vehicles  

 

Caravans  

2nd Meter reading to be carried out  

 

Discussion:  Electricity prices have doubled in the last 12 months.  The additional cost will be passed to 

caravan owners. 

 

Covid  19 

Scotland enters level zero on 19 July this has no effect on our current precautions that are in place. 

Aircraft cleaning is being missed on number of occasions. 

Testing  

Letter received from National resilience asking that we consider introducing lateral flow testing for non 

symptomatic members.   After considerable struggle test kits now obtained, the two tuggies are now testing 

twice per week.  Information being  sent out advising on duty instructors, BI etc, to take test prior to flying 

and  encouraging all other members to take test on arrival. 

 

See separate agenda item. 

 

Wood Burning stove 

The old wood burning stove has now been sold and removed £200 received as payment.   

 

4.0 Treasurers Report 

 

Draft annual accounts received from Fred Brown on 12th July. Currently being reviewed. 

 

Discussion:  The accounts show a loss of c. £3000 for the 2020 year, compared to a profit of c. £30,000 the 

previous year.  This is in line with the planned Covid budget. 

 

In May we applied for and received a £6000 Discretionary Business Fund grant (Covid grant) from 

Aberdeenshire Council. 

 

Aldermore savings account opened and £84,000 transferred. 



 

Looking into alternative or additional ways of collecting money from members. Monthly statements are 

effective for most members, but there are a few persistent debtors. Monthly Direct Debit works well at 

Lasham, but will cost about £300 to setup, plus £400 per year running costs, plus 40p per transaction (£200? 

per year). 

FuturePay (like Direct Debit but via debit card) would be about £600 per year (less the fees we already pay to 

Elavon).  

Work in progress. 

 

Discussion:  Alternative strategies such as “name and shame”, charging interest on accounts in arrears and a 

formal notice of arrears were discussed.   

Action:  Consider options to reduce arrears further.       Stephen 

 

Changed waste collection to fortnightly over the summer. 

 

 

Trial flights 

BGA have increased the cost of their trial flights (from £90 to £120 for a “20-minute flight”). 

Should we increase ours too?  Our 2000’ trial flights average 19 minutes but can be 11-minutes. The most 

popular trial flights we sell are currently £110 (since beginning of 2019, 33% were 2000’, 53% were 3000’ and 

14% were mile-high). 

 

From May until 13 July we have done 104 trial flights, and sold 80, barely reducing the number to do. There 

are 253 valid vouchers. 

 

Increasing the price of the trial flights would probably reduce sales, but maintain income, as was the case last 

time. 

 

Discussion:  The option of removing the 2000ft option was discussed, but there was concern that we may not 

be able to launch to 3000ft.  That was contered by the point that risk applies to 3000ft tows anyway.  Also 

talked about simply increasing costs of all options by £10.  Concern was raised that we need to be seen to be 

offering value for money.   

Action:  Research trial flight costs at other local clubs before making a final decision.   Stephen 

 

Discussion:  There have been a number of instances where trial flights have not been paid for on the day, 

needing follow up to get payment.  The solution is to ensure trial flights are paid for online before the flight. 

Action:  Ensure Bob is able to tell people how to do that.        Stephen 

 

 

Budget 

The basis for the budget for 2021 included; trial flights at 50% of 2019 value, aerotows and visiting pilots 

halfway between 2019 & 2020 numbers. The prediction was for a loss of £5000 at the end of the year, 

although the unexpected £6000 Covid grant covers this. The blue line in the plot shows the cumulative 

difference between predicted income and predicted expenditure, while the orange line is the cumulative 

difference between actual income and actual expenditure. If the orange line is below the blue line we are 

doing worse than predicted. 

 

Notes:  



Values are taken from money into and money out of the bank account, and includes trial flights paid for but 

not done, deposits for the UKMSC, and excludes capital items (paying for MAC, selling ICY and HCW, etc.). July 

values are up to 13-July. 

April. Fuel purchase, membership fees in 

May: Covid grant in 

July: Hangar and caravan rent in 

August: Fuel purchase 

September: Insurance due.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion:  Overall we’re doing OK against projected 2021 budget, and expect to be on budget. 



 

5.0 Membership and Publicity Report 

Membership 

 

Discussion:  Weekends are overbooked for training, we have some capacity mid-week, but we are 

essentially at our training capacity.  Agreed to hold off taking new members until it’s clear we’re able to 

train them.  Meantime we’re encouraging mid-week attendance and prospective new members to attend 

the club before they are able to fly. 

Action:  Hold off enrolling new members        Tim 

 

Discussion:  The question was raised about how much “return of investment” we want from new members 

and whether that should inform our recruitment policy.  It was agreed to discuss offline. 

Action:  Discuss policy w.r.t. expected long-term return from new members.  Tim/Mark/?? 

 



Publicity 

 
 

6.0 Technical Officer/Tugmaster Report  

 

Technical Officer 

 

Gliders 

All Gliders are serviceable except the Junior. 

The Junior maintenance has been allowed to lapse and remains on Ground Risks Insurance. An  

The second Perkoz has been test flown. We await advice on when the aircraft will be delivered to the UK. 

Both the Junior and Puchacz have been advertised for sale. So far there has been very little interest. 

 

Discussion:  A possible interest for purchase of the Puch was noted from Norfolk Gliding Club.  It was agreed 

that we would hold off selling while we work through the trail-flight back-log unless a very good price was 

offered.  The view was expressed that the Puch was arguably a better training aircraft than the Perkoz, 

although it has long been agreed club policy to replace it. 

 

Perkoz, LVO, has just completed its’ Annual Maintenance. I can report that the aircraft was found in pristine 

condition after several years of service with no indications of control systems wear, paint or surface 

deterioration. The aircraft is standing up well. Thanks to Mark and Dave for their work this week.  

 

Tugs 

KH is now starting easily. Problem sorted. However, a fatigue failure in the exhaust was encountered in a 

known weak area where metal fatigue due to vibration has been encountered in the past. A temporary fix has 

been put in place and permanent solution devised in readiness to install.  

SD is serviceable. 

BJ has been loaned to Highland Gliding Club to support their flying while their Eurofox is repaired. BJ has 

been insured by Highland so no exposure on DGC’s insurance. We will make a decent profit on the rental. The 

aircraft will be delivered back to DGC at the end of August in readiness for the UKMSC and upcoming visitor 

season. 

 

Tugmaster 

 

Kieran & Alistair have now applied to the CAA for a Glider Towing Rating which will allow them to tow gliders 

with the Pawnees.  

 

Airspace 

 

No News 

 



Other 

Aircraft Maintenance and Engineers Licences. I have now completed the required documents for the second 

time and submitted same to the CAA for approval to sign off maintenance works on our Pawnee tugs. We 

await a response. 

 

7.0 IT 

WiFi is now installed and available at the maintenance hangar, caravan site and west end of the airfield.  Work 

is progressing on enabling WiFi access at the east end of the field to enable on-line flight-logging. 

 

 

8.0 CFI 

 

Discussion:  A volunteer for Friday instructing is needed.  Graham will cover Fridays during August 

Action:  Solicit a Friday volunteer beyond August      Graham 

 

 

Discussion:  Mike understands the proposed limitations on his flying. 

 

 
 

  



9.0 Deputy CFI Report 

 

Course 

Ran one week course with Tim for half dozen students/ solo pilots wanting specialised training.  (Did 36 ish 

Field selections/circuits including some low passes (on RW 23/ 12), and simulated launch failures at airfield for 

the Course and for the Bronze evening)  

One medical incident, pupil OK but now with long term limitations. Report sent at the time.  

One major concern is that 4 instructors all thought that a pupil on the course who had flown solo once was 

not actually ready for solo- also there were major gaps in the pre-solo parts of their training card:- since 

addressed on Wednesday evenings, to be discussed at next instructors meeting . There has been another such 

arising since then (Someone re-sent solo, last spins c10 years ago).    

Similar field/launch failure exercises for Iain Mac as part of his IFP training  

Decided that my age does not support the fatigue of presenting a full time course, so there wont be any 

more. I have agreed to do Fridays in July to replace Mike while Keiren gets up to speed. (August Im tied up) 

 

Safety reporting 

Few personal incidents reported in Flysafe. But very concerned that most members do not report, and I know 

their flying is not perfect. Not submitted even when others (ie the “victim”) submit reports on the incident.  

While we have to be discrete about individuals, we need to ensure that duty crews know of limitations on 

individuals. Also if pilots are given limitations, we must ensure that all those who fly with such persons are 

fully aware of their “potential obligations”. These limitations need to be recorded/limited sharing 

We cannot depend on the individual to volunteer such information. I have literally had to take over twice to 

avoid a crash by someone, nominally very experienced “just wanting a check ride”.   

Safety must take priority over personal privacy.   

 

Duke of Edinburgh 

Some issues with a mother concerning DoE training. As agreed with Iain/Tim, we should in future have a 

“mini-contract” stating expected level of involvement/questions/participation. Spoke to the junior’s  school 

coordinator about this, family (ie mother) is known to school, who agreed with our position, ie show the 

expected level of commitment. Etc.      

 

Simulator  

Updating simulator- Jack Deeth is the software “resource” I have craved, lots of good ideas, created a user 

friendly control panel, updated material circulated. Also I improved field of view by lowering nose, and easy 

display “shifts” to improve view during approach by new feature on the panel   

 

Instructing 

Instructor Coach training with Iain Symon, with a view to his participation in an Instructor course, Portmoak, 

late August. Flying plus Simulator, briefings, discussions, etc  



 

May have to resume Full Cat qualification due to 2 year delay in SPL transition. Have asked a few key 

questions of Colin to see if we can avoid that… (possibly at PMK since Instructor course is there is now under-

subscribed) 

Good news. BI ratings now remain valid until Dec 2023, so I have asked of there may be courses…   

Need to hold instructor meeting, suggested agenda circulated 

Need to plan how to handle new members (Clear backlog first, import in batches (?) etc) 

Can we justify operating 3x 2 seaters? 

 

Development 

Attended BGA Development Conference, follow up on 19 July and thereafter.  

One idea was to have non-instructor “Ambassadors” for new member orientation, and non-flying mentoring, 

Instructors for flying mentoring.  

Much support for aligning pupils with a limited number of instructors to minimise the “variety”/optimise 

progression. But required buy-in by both instructors and pupils.  

Note also that PMK had been running a half duty day for instructors, now abandoned- They prefer to lose one 

whole day than 2 x ½ day).   

We need to allocate a mentor when people join. I would rather discuss and manage their progress than watch 

them lose interest.  

 

Incident review considerations- on our ops and visitors (inc reciprocals) 

One point arising from recent glider incidents is that it appears the Junior who crippled himself at 

Edensoaring had flown solo from Deeside.  

I have not checked but I assume it was in a glider which was part of an expedition. We need to be careful we 

don’t expose ourselves to any associated liability**, so need to think about how to word some guidance for 

visitors – Im not saying no, Im saying we need to protect ourselves from any potential fallout. 

I was once given someone to give a checkride, turns out he had some learning difficulties. Informed of this 

part by his expedition leader only after the flight. NOT ACCEPTABLE  

 ** I understand that Eden Soaring can not get any insurance due to an open liability case brought by the 

injured person/ parents. 

Discussion:  We don’t allow visiting Juniors to fly solo on expeditions to Aboyne unless they are supervised by 

there own instructors, who are responsible for their juniors and any authorisation to fly.  There is no liability 

nor any hint of associated liability in the case described.   

We have developed guidelines for “observing”  club pilots who are suffering the creeping effects of ageing.  

What are we doing about visitors?  Or members who do not attend regularly-/country members and those 

claiming reciprocal membership.  

(One PMK person made me suspicious, too many checkrides in logbook, not always successful (ie no solo 

flight same/next day), replies were evasive. Spoke to Kate, who checking records confirmed many PMK 

instructors were not happy with said person)   



I think of one visitor involved in several incidents of a couple of years who was quite oblivious to the hazards 

he was exposing himself to in a few cases, and to others….  And the gentleman who crashed the ASW 19 

showed major delays in reacting to “events”- gusts/ out of position,  on the simulator-his club members 

raised eyebrows but said nothing- loyalty before safety?    

So do we need to ask a question of each visitor ( Country /reciprocal) about any formal limitations imposed by 

their club, GP, AME, DVLA, disabilities (visible or other),  etc?   Anything which could cause a potential hazard 

to themselves or to others including our tuggies.   

Discussion:  We do ask these questions as part of the declaration visitors make. 

And do our observations of the individual match their “declaration”? 

When we do decide to let visitors fly our club AC again, we should apply the  “If there is doubt, there is no 

doubt, its a NO”   And make it clear if people have travelled specifically to fly club aircraft that it is not a 

guarantee.    

While we are at it, we need to request of all up to date maps (paper / electronic), with upper airspace 

activated (often set off to declutter).  

Softwares up to date (The glider which was hit by a towrope’s  Flarm was grossly out of date, so it could not 

be seen by the tug- nor by OGN) 

 

Post accident activity  

Concern about general knowledge of what to do post-accident and esp wrt dealing with casualties.  Suggest 

training session(s) for instructors, IFPs, duty crews, tuggies, as a minimum, happy to host.  

 

Official Observer 

Did my first observing, of Jack Deeth doing the one hour soaring required for SPL  

 

Longer term. 

Ground Training Cards. Rather quiet for some time. Need to encourage 

Figure out what the hell we will have in terms of SPL licensing in this delay, and any interim “solutions” BGA is 

ambiguous on whether one can use SPL basis without the  clubs being a DTO. Question has been asked.   

 

 

10.0 Secretary Report  

 

Parachutes 

• Stephen W checked heater in chute cupboard – it is working. 

 

Bar 

• Identified Licensee Course.  Will book onto it tomorrow.  On-line and self study, with an online exam.   

• Do we want to re-open the bar formally (it was opened for the ICL).  Previously said would consider as 

part of club-house re-opening. 

o Move to level zero removes any significant restrictions. 



o Reminder – only allowed to open from 18:30, only trained people may serve alcohol.   

• Suggest that as the change of licensee is a “major change” we also apply for earlier opening hours and 

licence to allow us to use the outdoor area to make both legal.  Not sure what is required in support of 

this – will investigate if there is appetite. 

 

Action:  Investigate what it would take to change the licence conditions (opening time and outdoor 

consuption).            Steve 

Action:  Progress Licensee training and application.       Steve 

 

Tuck-shop 

• Dylan Bodrell volunteered to keep the tuck-shop and bar supplied. 

Discussion:  Supplies are low.   

Action:  Dylan needs a prompt to restock.        Mark 

 

11.0 Chairman’s report 

 

 

Discussion:  Perkoz delivery is scheduled in 3 weeks (early August), with a further 6 weeks required to receive 

it’s C of A. 



 

 

Discussion:  We’ve had relatively few wave season bookings.  That may be due to people delaying because of 

covid uncertainty, but we suspect that difficulty booking accommodation is also a limiting factor. 

 

12.0 Junior Development Report 

 

 

• There exists a healthy number of junior members, most of whom are attending for regular training, 

flying and participation: 

 

Pre-Solo Solo 

Harry Humble Finn Hilton 

David Gorrell Seb Arijis 

Pierre Faure Justus Verhame 

Harry van Bergen  

Zeb and Jezze Khan  

 

Action:  Contact Graham Campbell – how back home to study after putting commercial pilot training 

on hold.           Iain 

 

• There will be a juniors’ “take it or leave it” BBQ (i.e. meat only) wb 26th July. This will be an opportunity 

(hopefully) for junior members to get together at the same time at an organised event at the club and 

I also hope to have Q&A session whereby aspects of ground training cards could be signed off but 

this should give all an overview of the importance of safety on the ground as well as in the air. 

• ICL competition took place on June 26th/27th. Sat 26th was scrubbed but Sun 27th eventually went 

ahead. Of particular note was the active and safe participation of juniors at the launch-point. 

• Summer placement candidate Piran Little arrived at the club last Sunday and has made a positive start 

to his experience getting involved in retrieving, painting, rigging, hangar packing and much more to 

come. His dates are 11th July – 12th August. 

• Balthazar Le Borgne is returning for another placement/internship from 31st August – 24th September. 

• Susan Rhodes (from RGC) has been in touch regarding the possibility of hosting a DGC experience for 

a dozen RAF cadets at the end of July/early August. I’m suggesting a mid-week two day visit including: 



(i) Initial briefing for all about the club, ground activities, gliding in general, and what to expect. 

(ii) Six folk have a flight and six have ground training/experience including club simulator, hangar tour, 

launch-point experience. 

(iii) Vice versa of (ii). 

 

 

13.0 Covid Update 

 

• There has been no significant change to the situation as of 15th July 

• We are now allowing up to 15 people into the clubhouse, suitably distanced. 

• Following a request of members to take Lateral Flow Tests (LFT’s), and particularly instructors so as to 

protect members of the public, the possibility of asking members of the public to take them to protect 

instructors was discussed at length.  There was some support for the idea, although it was acknowledged 

that asking them to do so at the club would be logistically difficult.  It was agreed that they should be 

asked to take tests before coming to the club. 

 

Action:  Work on procedure to request LFT’s before trial flights.     Tim 

 

• Procedures for visitors and the UKMSC need to be put in place. 

 

Discussion:  It is not considered realistic to ask for “bubbles” in the way we did last year.  Until we know what 

the restrictions are going to be, we cannot finalise covid procedures.  Conclusion:  Wait and see, consider 

asking for LFT’s. 

 

 

18.0 Any other business 

 

• One of the energy absorbing cushions for the Perkoz is missing.  We will also need to supply two new 

ones for the new Perkoz.   

Action:  Buy foam for cushions, get new cushions made up      Steve 

 

• When new members join, it is proposed that they should be trained as a group – will enable them to 

provide mutual support, make training them more efficient.  The concept is supported. 

Action:  Discuss how to implement as a separate working group.    David 

 

• Wednesday evening training for bronze students is nearing completion.  That gives us capacity to do 

pre-solo training if there is demand.  Steve KR volunteered to organise and instruct.  If there is flying 

on Wednesday evenings, we could also offer trial flights. 

Action:  Email members to gauge interest in evening instruction.  Email BI’s to seek volunteer BI’s for 

Wednesday evenings.           Steve 

 

19.0 Next Meeting 

 

Monday 20th September, 19:00, Zoom. 



 


